The only WHOIS you'll ever need. Check to see who has registered any domain, plus benefit from enhanced features.

- Comprehensive search across multiple WHOIS databases. Includes all domains, extensions regardless of where they are registered. No need to visit multiple WHOIS Directories.
- Smart WHOIS Report shows the status of the domain. If a live site exists presents a thumbnail of the home page along with the website title, traffic ranking, meta descriptions and keywords, and more.
- Information is presented in a simple, easy to read format.

**Search All WHOIS Records**

Enter a search term:

**Search by:**
- Domain Name  e.g. networksolutions.com
- NIC Handle  e.g. vs1234
- IP Address  e.g. 216.168.224.69

**Thousands of names expire every day.**

Don't miss your chance to **get the name you really want!**

**Backorder today. No upfront fee.**

**What's Your Success Story?**

- Name you want already taken?
  - Make a Certified Offer to buy on already registered domain name
- Secure Your Web Site
  - Get an SSL Certificate
  - Only $129 a year

**Private Registration**

Protect your personal information

Make a WHOIS database search on any domain on the Web | Network Solutions

Actions you can take to protect your WHOIS information

NOTICE AND TERMS OF USE: You are not authorized to access or query our WHOIS database through the use of high-volume, automated, electronic processes or for the purpose or purposes of using the data in any manner that violates these terms of use. The Data in Network Solutions' WHOIS database is provided by Network Solutions for information purposes only, and to assist persons in obtaining information about or related to a domain name registration record. Network Solutions does not guarantee its accuracy. By submitting a WHOIS query, you agree to abide by the following terms of use: You agree that you may use this Data only for lawful purposes and that under no circumstances will you use this Data to: (1) allow, enable, or otherwise support the transmission of mass unsolicited, commercial advertising or solicitations via direct mail, e-mail, telephone, or facsimile; or (2) enable high volume, automated, electronic processes that apply to Network Solutions (or its computer systems). The compilation, repackaging, dissemination or other use of this Data is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of Network Solutions. You agree not to use high-volume, automated, electronic processes to access or query the WHOIS database. Network Solutions reserves all rights and remedies it now has or may have in the future, including, but not limited to, the right to terminate your access to the WHOIS database in its sole discretion, for any violations by you of these terms of use, including without limitation, for excessive querying of the WHOIS database or for failure to otherwise abide by these terms of use. Network Solutions reserves the right to modify these terms at any time.
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Secure Your Site with an SSL Certificate